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We have obtained formulas for the unbiased transition from one coordinate sys- 
tem to another, when the angles defining the relative positions of the coordinate 
systems are measured with errors. The cases of symmetric and asymmertic dis- 
tributions of measurement errors are considered. The transition from one coor- 
dinate system to another in the trajectory problems of flight dynamics is effec- 
ted by formulas (see [l], for example) which assume exact knowledge of the angles 
defining the relative position of the coordinate systems. Since these angles are 
usually measured with errors, the coordinate transformation is carried out erron- 
eously, and the transition formulas give a bias to the coordinates. This bias is 

undesirable for two reasons : firstly, it leads to systematic errors which are sub- 

stantial when solving a number of problems (navigational problems, for instance), 
and secondly, they are practically unfilterable. However, it is possible to con- 
struct transition formulas which ensure an unbiased coordinate transformation. 

Fig. 1 

In this paper we give a method for obtaining these formulas under a symmet- 
ric and an asymmetric distribution of angle measurement errors, and as an ex- 
ample we compute the matrices of unbiased transition for the following pairsof 
coordinate systems (Fig. 1) : terrestrial OX, Yf Zt -- body-axes OXYZ, body- 
axes OXYZ - flow-axes OX* Y$Z$, body-axes OXYZ - beam- axes 

OXb Yb 2 The essence of the method is the preliminary computation of the 
magnitu d e of the bias and, on the basis of this,the determination of corrections 
to the expressions for the direction cosines, such that the bias becomes equal to 
zero. 

1. UnbSrred coordinate tran:formation under 8 rymmrtric rnglr 
mea8urement error distribution. First of all we note that the directioncosines 
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for the transition from one coordinate system to another are polynomials Pp,, (p. v -_ 1. 
2, 3) of some degree n (II >, 1) of functions of the sines and cosines of the angles ‘plo i= 
1 1 . . ., p) defining the mutual position of the coordinate systems 

PFy= PPV (sin ‘pl”, cos (rl’, . . , sin (p?,‘, cos VP”) 

Let the angles vi” be measured with errors &. 

‘pi = cpiO+ gi, i = 1, . . ., p 

and let the distribution Fe of the error vector j = (&, . . ., gp) be symmetric (for ex- 
ample, normal) with the parameters <$> = 0 and <Ei~j, = oij. The problem is to find 

a function aPv (cpi, . . ., (pp) of the measured values pi of the angles cpi’, such that the 
condition 

(Qpv Ccpl.. ..,q,)> = Pp,, 

is satisfied. 
Using the trigonometric formulas for the sum and the difference of functions, we can 

transform the polynomial Ppv (sin (plot coa (pl’, . . ., sin (pp”, cos (pp”) into a homoge- 
neous first-degree polynomial of the functions sine and cosine of the linearly transformed 
arguments. The mean of a sum equals the sum of the means and a constant factor is ta- 

ken outside of the sign for the mean ; therefore, it is sufficient to obtain the problem’s 

solution for the two elementary polynomials: P, = sin m” and P’c = cos m”, where m” 
is some linear combination of the angles : m” = alcplo -i- . . . + a~%“. ai = dz 1. 

Let us compute <sin m) and <cos m), where m = al ‘pl + . . . + ap’pp, under the as- 
sumption that the semi-invariants of distribution Fp of higher than second order equal 
zero.(this assumption is satisfied for a normal distribution). Denoting A = m - UP, we 

have <sin m> = (sin (A + rn’)> = c0s.m’ (sin A> + sin m” (COS A> 

(cos m) = (cos (A +- m”)) = cos m0 <COS A) - sin m” <sin A) 

We compute (sin A) and (ros A) by the method proposed in the Appendix in [2] 

(sin A) = <A> - & <A9 + . . + (-1)“(2n : l)! <A an+l> + . . . = 0 

<c&>-i--+f - 
2 2! 

P P 

62 = (At> = cc UiUpij 

Consequently, 
<sin m) = exp 

( 1 
- $. sin m’, <cosm>=esp -$ cosm” (1.1) 

( 1 

Hence we see that we need to take 

62 ( 1 sin m, 62 
as = exp 

-2- 
aC = exp ( 1 z 

cos m 

as the unknown functions. Indeed, using (1. l), we find 

(exp (g)*nm)=sin m’, Qxp (g) cosm>=cosmP 

(1.2) 

If the angle measurement errors are independent, then u2 = ozl + . . . + up2 (uiz L oil) 

and the inverse transformation of the expressions obtained is possible. As a result we find 
that each element of the matrix of unbiased transition differs from the corresponding 
direction cosine by a factor of the form exp (02 / 2). 



Example 1. Let us find the element all of the matrix of unbiased transition from 
the body-axes coordinate system to the terrestrial. The direction cosine is 

Pi, = cos g cos Y = l/Z cos (* + Y) + l/z cos (9 - v) 

Further, by formulas (1.2) 

a& -= exp Q$ -r- 234” + 6”” 
2 > 

cos Q#+ v) 

Consequently 

If the measurement errors for 9 and v are independent, then a+” = 0 and 

The elements of the matrices of unbiased trans&ion far the coordinate systems men- 
tioned in the introduction are computed similarly: 

terrestrial axes OXt yt 2% - body-axes OXYZ 

c* f* cos jl cos Y (- c,cos*sinycosr+sin*sinr)c*c, (~“cos*sinvsiR~+sin~ X 

cos r) c+ cy 

c, sin v c* cy cos v cos r -cVc,cosvsinr 

-c+c,sin$cosv (e, sin II, sin v cos y + cos * sin 1) cJI cy (-- c, sin $ sin v siu r + 

cos 9 cos r) co cy 

body-axes OXYZ - flow-axes oxfyr zI 

I 

C& cp cos a cos p r, sm a -cc,cpCOsci sin/3 
-cc,cpsinucosp ca CDS a fa cp sin CL sin j3 

cs sin @ 0 cp cos 3 Y 

body-axes OXYZ - beam-axes OX y z 
66 b 

CVCZ cos qJV cos ‘p, 

P * 

cllcz cos qj/ Sill ‘p, -cv sin TV 
- cz sin (pz Cz cos cp, 0 

carcz sm ‘p, cos qJ, tVcz sin a; sm ipz err cc@ 9, 
Here 

Ch ea2 (h=$,v,r, a* P), 
6% “9; 

= expZ 
rV = exp J? , 

2 
cz = exp- 

2 

8, Unbiarrd coordinrfe traasfotmrtlor under an asymmetric 
rri#$@ m8r#uremeat arrot dtrtrtbntlon, Let the distribution Fe of the error 
vector f = (&, . . ., Ep) be asymmetric with the parameters <I&> = 0, <?&&j = oijt 
<EiEjifk> = S;jk. In other respects the problem’s statement remains as before. The sol- 
ving differs only in that now the means of (sin A) and <cos A>‘are computed under the 
~mption that the ~rnl-~vari~~ of the d~~ibution FE of higher than third order 
equal zero 

<sin Ah> =O- ~+~~-...ff--l)“~~~($)n-l+... 

~(~)“-~~~)“~+...+(-;,“~(~)s~!(~)”’ +*.- 
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=- $.exp (-~)+~(~)3exp (-$)-...= 

-exp -c sin+, 
f > 2 

i=r +rr=r 

<cos ACI) = 1- $ + . ..+(-l)“~(~)‘i+...-~(&)~+... 

Consequently 
<sinnl-)=exp (-G)sin (ma--$) (2.1) 

<cosm>= expf-2) cos p- f) 

and we need to take 
as=exp ($)sin (-+-$-), nt=exP($)cos (m++) (2.2) 

as the unknown functions. If the angle measurement errors are independent, then 
P P 

62 = I: q, s = c aisi (Si i! Siii) 

i==4 kl 

and each element of the matrix of unbiased transition differs from the corresponding 
direction cosine by a factor of form exp (os I 2) and by an addition to the arguments of 

the functions sine-and cosine of terms of the form s / 6. 
Example 2. Once again let 

P,, = cos *Q ~0s Y* == v2 cos ($0 + v,,j + 11, cos fq _ q 

By formulas (2.2) we find 

As in Example 1, (tll = Q+~~ + a-Il. With independent me~u~ment errors for 9 

v we have Q,” == sJIvv = 6 and the expression for aI1 simplifies considerably 

and 
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